We cannot claim our products cure, treat, or prevent any type of illness or disease. These are
just the actual experiences that certain people have shared with me, your results may vary.
I just brought home a new puppy, and his first day waking up, he had green stuff in the corners
of his eyes. I wet a cotton ball with "Anion water"** and washed his face. Within two days of doing
this, his eyes were completely clear, and haven't been green since. Also, when I brought him home
from his first visit to the groomer, he slept fitfully and rubbed at his ear all night long. In the morning,
I saw that there was a little infected spot on one of the corners of his ear-fold. I dabbed at it with the
wet cotton ball, again with "Anion water", and the spot disappeared immediately. I couldn't find it
when I went to look for it again.
**To make Anion water, simply put a green strip in water and shake it vigorously. It can be used in a
spray bottle for countless uses....from counter-tops to wound cleaning.
My dog and I go for walks every single morning about 45 minutes. At the end of the walk he is
dragging & we have to walk up a pretty good hill. The morning after I put the negative ion strip on his
collar he RAN up the hill... amazing! Thanks for the energy.
NS - Hawaii
The other day was 4th of July and usually my dogs are not really feeling happy on this day of the year.
So before all the excitement of the humans in the neighbourhood got going, I put two Anion strips on
my dog's collar and YES! for the first time in many 4th of July nights, the sound of the explosion of
fireworks did not bother my dogs. They where just as relaxed as could be on their doggie beds the
whole night. Usually they would be trying to get under the wash or dryer and shaking all over. Thank
you Winalite for making a product that works for all living creatures.
AJ - Hawaii
I came to give a Winalite presentation, and the family dog was a very hyper, yappy, bouncy little
guy. I put a panty liner under his collar, and he very quickly settled down and went to sleep. The
owner was amazed; she had never seen her dog so calm with strangers in the house. We wondered
aloud whether we should experiment by taking the pad off...but all agreed we should wait till after the
meeting. We did, and upon removing the pad, the dog returned to hyper state. It was a very telling
experience.
Autumn, Hawaii
My cat caught a lizard the other day, and left it for dead. I learned something I didn't know...that
cat saliva will kill a lizard. I put the poor little guy in a yoghurt container with an Anion strip, and left
him there. Four hours later, he walked away.
VC...Hawaii

My friends have a Jack Russell puppy they aptly named "Turbo!" He is never still. They asked me
to take him back to his house in the back seat of my car, about a 30 minute drive. I put him back there
with my 7-yr-old, with instructions to keep him back there, not up around me driving. THAT didn't
work! So I pulled over and got a panty liner out of my trunk, and tucked it into his collar. By the time
I got back into the driver's seat, he was curled up beside the little girl's leg and resting peacefully. We
were both amazed! He remained quiet for the remainder of the drive, even though I had to make
several stops on the way.
Julia - Waimea

